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Summary Reebok, together with live brand experience agency BEcause, kicked
off an experiential campaign this weekend in Bluewater Shopping
Centre for the brands new Z Pump Fusion trainer.

Details Reebok, together with live brand experience agency BEcause, kicked
off an experiential campaign this weekend in Bluewater Shopping
Centre for the brands new Z Pump Fusion trainer.

For the campaign, BEcause is deploying a pumped up pop-up in high footfall
areas, including near Reebok’s flagship store in Covent Garden on 3rd and
4th April, at The Oracle in Reading on 11th April and outside Reebok’s
Richmond store on April 12th. 

Inside the dome are iPads which can 3D scan people’s feet and educate them
on their foot shape and how exactly the new Z Pump Fusion trainer can
support them. People can try them on to see how they ‘pump to fit’.

Attracting people into the dome are parkour style performers bouncing on
BOSU balls all whilst wearing the Z Pump Fusion trainers.

Additionally, BEcause are orchestrating a ‘Z Pump Fusion Sprint Challenge’
where participants are asked to run on the BOSU balls for 60 seconds; the
person who achieves the highest number of steps wins vouchers to spend in
the Reebok store.

The activations are driving people into their local Reebok stores, where they
are entered into a free prize draw to win a £1,000 Reebok shopping spree if
they try on the trainer. And those who buy a pair of the Z Pump Fusions will
be given an exclusive Reebok water bottle.

Gwyn Humphreys, Account Director at BEcause, said:

“Our activation for Reebok had a great response in Bluewater this weekend
– with lots of people trying on the trainers, and taking the Z Pump Fusion
challenge. We’re confident that these activations will work well to drive
awareness and sales of the new Z Pump Fusion.”
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About BEcause Brand Experience

BEcause is an integrated brand experience agency, with offices in the UK,
Australia and Russia.  The agency uses trial and dialogue to shape the way
people experience brands, services and information. Its experiential
marketing work ranges from sampling drives and roadshows to fully
immersive events – all amplified via relevant media channels.  Clients
include FMCG brands, blue-chip corporates and Government departments. 
With almost 20 award winning years of experience behind it, BEcause knows
what it takes to get brands tried, trusted and talked about.
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